
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ  
 
1.)All teenagers have ----; the problem is to 
teach them to exploit it to the best 
advantage. 
A) destiny           B) compulsion     C) potential 
D) preference     E) significance 
 
 
2.)Have they come to a ---- yet on whether 
to move to Izmir or stay in Antalya? 
A) disturbance      B) suggestion      C) reversal                 
D) conflict             E) decision 
 
 
3.)Ireland is in the Atlantic Ocean and ---- 
from Great Britain by the Irish Sea. 
A) established  B) occupied         C) place 
D) inhabited      E) separated 
 
 
4.)Geologists have ---- that Africa was once 
warmer and wetter than it is today. 
A) explored  B) discovered        C) surveyed 
D) searched  E) experimented 
 
 
5.)Australia, which is normally a grains 
exporting country, has started importing 
wheat and corn to meet a shortage 
resulting from a ---- drought. 
A) widespread      B) hostile      C)sustainable 
D) secular             E) restrictive 
 
 
6.)After decades of speculation astronom-
ers now have fairly ---- information 
concerning the basic features of our 
universe. 
A) desperate  B) preventive  C) reluctant 
D) accurate  E) respective 
 
 
7.)The meridians are ---- counted from the 
meridian of the observatory of Greenwich, 
in England, which is called the zero 
meridian. 
A) traditionally    B) suitably        C) previousl 
D) notably          E) markedly 
 
 
8.)Finland, which is three times the size of 
Ohio, is ---- forested and contains 
thousands of lakes, numerous rivers and 
extensive areas of marshland. 
A) mutually  B) exactly  C) heavily 
D) currently  E) profoundly 
 
 
 

 
 
 
9.)The religion of the Hittites was based 
upon ---- of a sun goddess and a storm god. 
A) wonder  B) invention  C) survival 
D) worship  E) display 
 
 
10.)The success of the classical record 
industry is largely due to the high quality of 
the ----. 
A) descriptions      B) audiences         C) sales 
D) articles             E) products 
 
 
11.)The first ---- of Australia were the 
Aborigines, who migrated there at least 
40,000 years ago from Southeast Asia. 
A) inhabitants    B)guests       C)population 
D) citizens         E) troop 
 
 
12.)In spite of much research into the 
subject, we still only ---- know how and why 
tornadoes form. 
A) likely     B) truly         C)ideally 
D) partially     E) fairly 
 
 
13.)Ideally, museums should have lots of 
public money, ---- space to exhibit most of 
their treasures and enough staff to look 
after them. 
A) grateful  B) sufficient  C) incredible 
D) portative  E) radiant 
 
 
14.)Volunteer fire brigades, unlike 
professional ones,---- have the training to 
deal with big or complicated fires. 
A) secretly      B) suddenly          C) rarely 
D) reasonably       E) convincingly 
 
 
15.)In his final years of office, President 
Clinton maintained a ---- low profile but 
took several major trips overseas. 
A) certainly  B) randomly  C) strongly 
D) plainly  E) relatively 
 
 
16.)Although it is dying out in the towns, 
folk dance is still a vibrant tradition in 
Turkish villages, as you may well see if you 
---- a traditional wedding party. 
A) involve           B) attendn          C)consist 
D) relieve   E) demonstrate 
 



 

 

17.)The new version of the Night Sky 
programme has various ---- that make it 
much more enjoyable than the first version. 
A) extracts      B) totals          C)additions 
D) needs        E) disappointments 
 
 
18.) It was the only school for miles around 
and so all the children in the  -------- went xo 
the same school. 
A) situation             B) property  C) department 
D) neighbourhood   E) circumstance 
 
 
19.)I was a ---- child and so I used to make 
up stories and hold conversations with 
imaginary people. 
A) painful          B) selfish       C) consistent 
D) charming       E) lonely 
 
 
20.)Queen Elizabeth I established a strong 
central government that received the ---- 
support of her people. 
A) loyal             B) favourite        C) capable 
D) sensitive       E) fluent 
 
 
21.)Stewart, a young and ---- talented 
British historian, has written a book on the 
impact of World War II on British politics. 
A) convincin         B) remarkably        C)directly   
D) Continually       E) crucially 
 
 
22.)Fire-fighting and the training met-hods 
employed are becoming ---- com-plex. 
A) previously         B) Plainly             C) partly  
D) courageously    E) extremely 
 
 
23.)Films quite often focus on journalism 
and from time to time they have critica-ly 
examined and ---- this profession. 
A) succeeded         B) Deserved     C) denied   
D) influenced          E) suspected 
 
 
24.)Marathon-training schedules range from 
four to six months and they all ---- 
considerable discipline. 
A) require                B) reduce          C) imply 
D) combine             E) improve 
 
    
25. A vital problem facing us this century is 
the ----of global warming. 
A) collection            B) provision       C) issue  
D) disturbance        E) expression 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI  

 1. C  
 2. E  
 3. E  
 4. B  
 5. A  
 6. D  
 7. A  
 8. C 
 9. D  
10. E  
11. A  
12. D  
13. B 
14. C  
15. E  
16. B 
17. C  
18. D  
19. E  
20. A  
21. B  
22. E  
23. D  
24. A 
25. C  

 


